
of Isaiah that 40 to 66 is al laid in the . That is a general assumption.

But when you get here to 56:9, you will, find in this passage here a tone that is

so similar to earlier parts of the book that I consider it far from certain that

these passages were given at the late time after 14.0 to 56.

(Cuestion)It appears to me most likel' that we have structure beginning

at 56:9, a passage of rebuke followed by a passage of blessing, then again rebuke

to the ss of the people including the odly but with special attention to the

ungodly, rebuking te nation as a ;hole for its sin, then attention paid to the

godless ±xx± specifically, then the ungodly, the nation as a .;ho'.e incluing

the 'inod1y and godly but emphasis on the in fzux in the early part of 59. Then

16 on up to 63 is a continuation of this same theme. So my inclination wo'ila be

to think that 59 Is at the same approximate time as 57 and 5. Now that is pure

conjecture, but the sane evidence which would suggest the same attitude that 57

and wer early in his ministry might s'iggest it. Now, of course, they might

not be . They might he in the time of Menassah, but at least he is looking to

the nmtion as a whole and is not iily looking to the godly.

(C"estion) les, it would fit Menassah's time or Aha's time. My only reason
c.t p

for nct thinking of it probably in Menass&i's time is that the genra1 attitu.e

t this time woiilo. appear simply tc the godly as if the others are hopeless and he

t'irnin attention aoy from them for the xu time being.But it might be

enassah's time.

(Question-Mr. Jerome) Personally I consider the arrangement as very definitely

But I think that right at thnt point it is necessary for the monent to

stop and think what wemean by inspiration. Some people think of inspiration -,s

meaning that if it says that there were 42 children killed by the bears instead of

43 or 41 ther i s a very definite reason that 42 conveys a meaning for it. Now I

would say that if says 4' it means 42. The Lord might have a spcial meaning for

the number but there is no rason to assume that he does have. It may be thr.t there

were just 42 as we rre told. If, however, it said 40 instead of 42, 1 wouldsay
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